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The international Atmospheric Circulation Reconstructions over tThe international Atmospheric Circulation Reconstructions over the he 
Earth (ACRE) initiative both undertakes and facilitates the recoEarth (ACRE) initiative both undertakes and facilitates the recovery very 
of historical instrumental surface terrestrial and marine globalof historical instrumental surface terrestrial and marine global
weather observations to underpin 3D dynamical weather observations to underpin 3D dynamical reanalysesreanalyses
spanning the last 200spanning the last 200--250 years.  Such 250 years.  Such reanalysesreanalyses outputs can then outputs can then 
be tailored and/or downscaled to higher resolution for the full be tailored and/or downscaled to higher resolution for the full range range 
of climate applications (e.g. impacts, extremes and risks) and Gof climate applications (e.g. impacts, extremes and risks) and Global lobal 
Framework for Climate Services  (GFCS) needs worldwide.Framework for Climate Services  (GFCS) needs worldwide.

The international ACRE initiative (The international ACRE initiative (http://www.methttp://www.met--acre.org/acre.org/) is run by ) is run by 
a consortium of nine core partners, and provides an umbrella thaa consortium of nine core partners, and provides an umbrella that t 
links together some 100+ projects, institutions, organisations, links together some 100+ projects, institutions, organisations, and and 
data rescue and climate applications activities around the globedata rescue and climate applications activities around the globe..

ACREACRE’’ss international to regional activities facilitate, coordinate andinternational to regional activities facilitate, coordinate and
undertake historical surface terrestrial and marine instrumentalundertake historical surface terrestrial and marine instrumental data data 
recovery, imaging,recovery, imaging, digitizationdigitization, quality control, archiving, access and , quality control, archiving, access and 
preservation (in international repositories) in a sustainable mapreservation (in international repositories) in a sustainable manner.  nner.  
Specific data variables are, in turn, assimilated into all reanaSpecific data variables are, in turn, assimilated into all reanalyses lyses 
((http://reanalyses.org/http://reanalyses.org/), especially the 3D global dynamical historical ), especially the 3D global dynamical historical 
reanalyses of its main US partner, the US NOAA ESRL and CIRES (areanalyses of its main US partner, the US NOAA ESRL and CIRES (at t 
the University of Colorado) the University of Colorado) -- the  ACREthe  ACRE--facilitated 20th Century facilitated 20th Century 
Reanalysis (20CR).  Dynamical downscaling by the Met Office Reanalysis (20CR).  Dynamical downscaling by the Met Office 
PRECIS team model will then provide the facility to take 20CR ouPRECIS team model will then provide the facility to take 20CR output tput 
down to finer resolution (25 km to 1down to finer resolution (25 km to 122 kkm).  m).  

As with previous workshops, the 6As with previous workshops, the 6thth ACRE Workshop will address ACRE Workshop will address 
each of its data, reanalyses and applications/user activities, beach of its data, reanalyses and applications/user activities, but the ut the 
emphasis at this meeting will be on current and potential uptakeemphasis at this meeting will be on current and potential uptake of of 
20CR output and products by the climate science community, and 20CR output and products by the climate science community, and 
the wide ranging climate applications and services, policy makerthe wide ranging climate applications and services, policy makers, s, 
planners, environmental managers, educational and public sectorsplanners, environmental managers, educational and public sectors. . 


